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ABSTRACT

A study is made of the unsteady motion of an incompressible
viscous conducting fluid with embedded small spherical particles
bounded by two infinite rigid non-conducting plates. The operational
method derives exact solutions for the fluid and the particle velocities
and the wall shear stress. The quantitative evaluation of these results is
considered when the two plates oscillate in phase but with different
frequencies. The results are shown graphically for different values of
the time period of oscillations of the plates which represent the cases:
(i) the lower plate oscillates with time period less than the upper, (ii)
both the plates oscillate with the same time period, (iii) the lower plate
oscillates with time period greater than the upper. The magnetic field
damps the fluid motion for all values of the time period of oscillations
of the plates. When the time periods are small, i.e., when the plates
oscillate with high frequency, the fluid motion is retarded by the
particles. However, when the plates oscillate with larger time periods
(smaller frequencies), the fluid velocity is increased by the presence of
the particles at the early stage of the motion, and this effect persists
until the equilibrium is reached when the particles exert their influence
to resist the flow. The drag on the plate, which is evaluated
numerically for the lower plate oscillating with large time period,
depends on the ratio of the time periods of the oscillating plates. If the
ratio of the time periods is not equal to unity, the drag on the plate,
irrespective of the values of the magnetic field, oscillates with larger
amplitude compared to its value when the ratio of the time periods is
equal to unity. Further, for the ratio of the time periods less than or
equal to unity and for any fixed values of the magnetic field, the drag
increases by the presence of the particles after a time 1.2 which is
the upper time limit for the non-equilibrium stress-value to exist. In a
similar situation, a reverse effect, i.e., the decrease of the drag with
increasing panicle concentration, is found for the ratio of the time
periods being greater than unity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Using the model of Saffman [ 1], Ghosh and Debnath [2] recently made an initial

value investigation of various aspects of hydromagnetic two-phase viscous rotating fluid

flows bounded by an inf’mite rigid non-conducting plate.
The unsteady hydromagnetic flow in an electrically conducting viscous fluid with

suspended small spherical particles bounded by two infinite non-conducting parallel plates
in the presence of an external transverse magnetic field warrants investigation. The exact

solutions for the fluid and the particle velocities are determined by the Laplace transform

method. The shear stresses on the plates are then obtained in the closed form. These

solutions are evaluated numerically for instances when both the plates oscillate in phase but

with different frequencies. The velocity profiles and the shear stresses on the plates are

graphically represented for different values of the flow parameters. An increase of the

magnetic field diminishes the fluid velocity for all values of the frequency (or period) of the

oscillations of the plates. The presence of particles retards the fluid motion except for

small frequency values or for 1.arge values of the time period of plate oscillations. For these

large values, the fluid velocity is increased at the beginning due to the presence of particles
until the equilibrium state is attained when the particles resist the fluid motion. The shear

stress on the plates increases with the increase in particle concentration after the non-

equilibrium process of particle relaxation is over. For large values of the time period of

plate oscillations, the magnetic field reduces the amplitude of drag-oscillation up to a certain

point after which the drag-amplitude is increased with the increase of the magnetic field.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In order to avoid duplication, we make references to our recent paper [2] for the

basic equations of motion in a non-rotating two-phase fluid with the same assumptions that

are required for the formulation of the problem. The two-phase fluid system is bounded by
the two parallel plates at a distance h apart. Thus, the unsteady motion of the two-phase
flow in 0 < y < h is governed by the coupled equations with notations similar to those

used in [21:

ku
+-(v- u) -nu(2.1) --- v

(2 2) v l(v-u)
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where u(y,t) and v(y,t) represent the fluid and the particle velocities respectively,
k = mNo/p is the ratio of the mass density of the particles and the fluid density, ," is the

relaxation time of the particles, and n o’0B/R is the hydromagnetic parameter.
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Fig.1 Geometry of the flow

The geometry of the flow configuration is shown in Figure 1. The flow is

generated by the non-torsional oscillations of the bounding plates. Consequently,

equations (2.1) (2.2) are to be solved subject to no-slip conditions at the plates:

(2.3) u aeiel + be-ii at y 0, t > 0

(2.4) u ceiz + deico2 at y = h, t > 0

where a, b, c, and d are complex constants such that u becomes real on the plates.
The initial conditions of the problem are

(2.5ab) u 0, v 0 at t < 0 for all y in (0,h).
It is convenient to introduce the non-dimensional flow variables

t’
vt uh vh

(2.6abcd) y’= = -h--5-, u’= ---, v’=
v v

and the non-dimensional flow parameters

(2.7abcd) T = " v nh: h2
h’D-’ n ----, (cr, r:) (c01,a),

v v
h

(a’, b’, c’, d’) -(a, b, c, d).
v

In terms of the dimensionless quantities, equations (2.1) and (2.2) along with the

boundary and initial conditions (2.3)-(2.5ab) become, on dropping the primes,
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(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)

u 2u k
"0’= " + (v-u )- nu,

v 1
3-/" T (u- v),

u = aeialt+ be-ial on y = 0, t > 0,

u = ceiaz + de-itrz oll y = 1, t > O,
u v 0 at t < 0 for all y.

In order to solve the initial value problem, we introduce the Laplace transform

u(y,s) of u(y,t) defined in Myint-U and Debnath [3].

Applying the Laplace transform in (2.8) (2.11) with initial conditions, we obtain

the transformed solution with s as the Laplace transform variable
( a b . sinh p(1-y) + f +(2 13) u(y,s) s itYl +

)
C d cr’xsinh pysinh p-s + ia sinh p a2 s +

where

(2.14) skp2= 1 + sT +s+n"
We next apply inverse Laplace transformation to obtain the exact solution for the

fluid velocity field in the form
u(y, t) a [(AlCOS oqt- Blsin at) + i(BlCOSalt + Alsin O’lt)]

+b [ (AlCOS O’lt- Blsin tyt) i(BlCOSCrlt + Alsin o/)]
+c [ (A2cos o’2t- B2sin a2t) + i(B2cosa2t + A2sin o’2t)]
+d [ (A2cos cr2t- B2sin o’2/) i(BlCOSa2t + A2sin cr2t)]

(2.15) 2n" Zm(-1)msin mzr(1 -y)[AaeZt+d2eX2’]
m=

where

(2.16)A ’’3
=

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20abc)

Zm(-1)msin mny[A3e;,t+A4eX’]
m=

cos Pa (1 y)sinh 1/2(1 y) + k2sin ,u (1 y)cosh //2 (1 y)]
sin pt(1 y)cosh ,u2(1 y) kzcos #(1 y)sinh/22(1 y)]

A 2 =-f klCOS ,u3Y sinh ,u,y + ksin bt3y cosh

B2 =f ksin #3Y cosh pt4y + kcos ,u3Y sinh/t4y

k cos /2 sinh/22 k2 = sin pt cosh/22 k + k2

(2.21abc) k 1’ COS /13 sinh ].14, k sin ]’/3 cosh 1/4, k kl’2 + k2
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(2.22ab)

(2.23ab)

(2.24abcd)

(2.25ab)

(2.26ab)

(2.27ab)

A=n+ B=t7i 1+l+T2
G n+ cr22Tk I1+1+2o./H=o-2

1 +Tcr

(2.28ab) (2TA,, 2T2.2) =-[ 1 + k + Tn + Tm22]
+ [{1 + k + Tn + Tm2/t’2} 2 4T(n + m2/t’2)] 1/2.

Application of the convolution theorem for the Laplace transform to (2.9) gives the exact

solution for the particle velocity.

v(y,t)
a [{ (A + B1TO’l)(COS o-it-e-tiT) (B alTOl)sin O’lt }

2
1 + T2crl
+ i{ (B A1Ta)(cos O’lt-e -t/T) + (A + B1Ttrl)sin O’lt} ]

b+ [{ (A + B TOl)(COS Olt- et/T) (B A1TO’l)sin Olt }’1 + T2cr

(2.29)

i{ (B A T rx)(cos O’lt-e-t/T) + (A +/Tcr,)sin O’lt} ]
+ C 2[ { (A2 + B2To.2)(cos O’2t e_tff)_ (B2_ A2To.2)sin 0.2t }

1 + T2or2

+ i{ (B2 A2rcr2)(cos cr2t-e "t/T) + (A2 + t 2r r2)sin tY2t} ]
d F{ (A + B2To’2)(cos O’2t-e-trr) (B2 A2TtY2)sin o2t }+- L 22

1 + T2 0"2
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(2.9), cont. -i{ (B2 A2Tcr2)(cos rr2t e -t) + (A2 + B2Trrz)sin cr2t } ]
etl -t- e: et- e2m(-1)rosin m1 y) 1 + & A1 +

T X2 +&m= T

m.I +e -e I.
r

The results (2.15) and (2.29) describe respectively the fluid and the panicle
velities for the gener case. Many picul results follow easily from these solutions.
For example, if a b 0, c = d = W2 and 2 then (2.15) and (2.29)reduce to those

given by Mitra and Bhattacharyya [4]. However, if = 0 and 2 0, the results
coesponding to Mitra and Bhattacharyya [5] will emerge. Moreover, when
(a,b) (u2i,-u2i) and (c, d)= (u/2i,-u/2i) are substituted in (2.15) and (2.29)
with a2 a a, the resulting solutions provide an extension of the work of Stanisc et
al. [6] for the two-phase fluid pficle system.

3. THE WALL SHEAR STRESSES

The shear stress, SO at the lower plate exerted by the conducting dusty fluid is
given by

SO ,-)y 0 a[(Lcos ot- Msin o’t) + i(Mcos o’t + Lsino’t)]

+ b[(LlcOs O’lt- Msin rr t) i(MlCOS o- t + L sin 0" t)]

+ c[(M2sin 0"2t- L2cos rr2t) i(M2cos o’2t + L2sino’2t)]

(3.1)

where

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4ab)

+ d[(Mzsin o’2t- L2cos o2t) + i(M2cos o-2t + L2sino2t)]

-2-2 Zm2[e2tA1 +e’ZtA2]
m:l

+22 Z(-1)mm2[eXtA3 +eZZtA4],
m=

1L =-2"-[]AlCOS ,tt sin kt + ]2 2 cosh ,t/2 sinh/-/2]
k3

1M _-psinh P2 cosh P2 Pz cos ,u sin ]
k

g
2 41 + pk) and M)_ pk-p4k).
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Similarly, using (2.15), the shear stress, S x, at the upper oscillating plate in dimensionless

form is expressed as

S1 (vvv a[(L’cos O’lt + M/sin o’t) -/(M/cos o’t-/.q’sin O’lt)

+ b[(Ll’COS O’lt + M’sin O’it) + i(M’cos Crlt- La’sin O’lt)]

+ c[(Msin cr2t +/.cos cr2t) i(Mcos cr2t Lsin cr2t)]

(3.5) + d[(Msin cr2t + cos cr2t) + i(Mcos cr2t + sin cr2t)]

2/r2 Zm2(-1)m[AleZt+ A2e,zt]
m=l

where

(3.6ab)

(3.7)

(3.8)

plates is

+ 22 Em[A3eX, + A4eZt],
m-1

Zl k-3’ 12 + k2]21) and M k2]./2 kl]./1)
1L a--,bt3sinh At3 cosh/13 +/14 sinh At4 cosh/14]

M2 = ,u3cosh ,u4 sinh/4 +/4 cosh 3 sinh/3].
The volume of the conducting dusty fluid discharged per unit breadth between the

(3.9) Q u dy.

Using (2.15) we obtain
Q a[(Ncos o’t- N2sin o’t) + i(N2cos Olt + Nlsin 0"/)]

+ b[(NlCOS O’lt- Nzsin O’lt) i(Nzcos O’lt + Nlsin o’it)]
(3.10) + c[(N3cos tY2t-N4sin o’2t) + i(N4cos tyg_t + N3sin 02t)]

+ d[(N3cos o’2t- N4sin 02t) i(N4cos 0"2t + N3sin o’2t)]

2Z[(-l)m-1 ][A lea’+ A2e.zt] 2Z[(-1)m- 11 [A3eAt+ A4e&2t]
m- m-

where
N [(//2kl k2JJ1)(cosh 1/2 cos//1 1) + (kl/2 + k2//2)sin ],t sinh j22]/k3(,t/

2N
2 = [(kl k21/2)(1 cosh 122 COS ]21) + (kl]22 k21/I )sin/z sinh ]./2]/k3(12 +
N3 [(k ’,t/3 + k2’l.t4) sinh t4 sin 1/3 + (k ’1/4 + k2’/.t3)(cosh 4 cos

N
4 [(k ’1/3 + k2’fl.4)(1 cosh 4 cos ,/.13) + (k ’,H4 + k2’3 ) sill ’//3 sillh ,t14]/k3’(122 + /24)3
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS WITH GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS

To proceed with the numerical evaluation of the general results (2.15), (2.29), and

(3.1) in some particular cases, we first suppose that the time period of one complete
oscillation of the lower plate is T while that of the upper plate is T2. Consequently,

2/T and (2 = 2r/T2 with o" T/T2. We now discuss the relevant results

corresponding to three different types of movement of the plates: (i) cr < 1, (ii) cr 1, and

(iii) cr > 1. In order that the plates oscillate in phase with each other in all the three cases

we put a b 1/2 and c = d = 1/2 in the general results. The modified form of the general
results for the fluid, the particle velocities and the wall shear stress on the lower plate are
then evaluated numerically for various values of the flow parameters k, T, n, T, and cr and

also for different y and t. The velocity profiles are represented graphically for values of y
from 0 to 1 when t T/8, 2T/8, 3T/8, 4T/8, 5T1/8, 6T/8, 7T/8, and T1.

In figures 2, 3, and 4, the velocity profiles for the conducting dusty fluid are shown

for different values of k, the concentration of the dust particles, when cr 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5

respectively, while the other parameters T, n, and T are kept to the values 0.1, 0.5, and

1.0 in each case. The variation of these velocity profiles due to increasing values of T1,i.e.
when T 10.0, is presented in figures 5, 6, and 7. An increase in the concentration of the

particles retards the fluid motion when the time period of the oscillation of the plates is

small, i.e., their frequencies are high. On the other hand, when the time periods of

-1-0 -.6 -.3 0 .3 .6 1.0

Fig.2. Velocity distribution for conducting
dusty fluid for different values of Kwhen

T-0.1 N-O.5 T-I.0 and (J-O. 5(T
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O. 9
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-1.0 --6 -.3 0 .3 .6 1.0

U

Fig.3. Velocity distri bution for conducting
dusty fluid for different values of k when
1- 0.1, n O. 5, T 1.0 and C/= 1.0 ( T T2 )

21

r,rl/rl/ 7rl/ r/. rl/l rl/.

0.8

0.6 :o-o
,:o.,

=0"9

0"2

-1.0 -.6 -3 0 .3 .6 1-0
U

Fig.. Velocity distrbution for conducting
dusty fluid for different values of k when
T-0.1, n- 0.5, Tl-1.0 and -1.5( T > T2 )

oscillation of the plates are large, i.e., their frequencies of oscillation are low, the fluid

motion is accelerated by the presence of the particles at the beginning and persists with this

effect until the equilibrium is reached when the particles exert their influence to resist the
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fluid motion (see fig. 5, 6, 7). We further notice from the figures mentioned above that the

effect of particles is more pronounced near the plate having a time period larger than the

other provided the time periods of oscillation of both the plates are small and different.

0-8

0-6

-1"0 -’6

5T1/8

Fig.5. Velocity distribution for conducting
dusty fluid for different values of k when
1-0.1, n-O.5,1-10.0 end (J- 0.5(1<r2)

4T1/8

1.0

0-8

0.6

0.4

O2

T1

k=O-O
k=0.1

k=0-9

Fig.6. Velocity distri bution for (:::on ducting
dusty fluid for different values of k when
T-O-l, n- 0.5, T-10-0 and Cl" 1.0 ( T -T2 )
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In figures 8 to 13 the velocity profiles for the conducting dusty fluid are shown for

different values of the magnetic field in each of the three different cases of cr when T is 1.0

and 10.0 respectively. It is clear from the figures that the magnetic field has a strong

damping effect on the fluid velocity irrespective of the values of o" and T.

1-0

0-15

0.6

0.4

O.2

T1

0.8

0.6

>’0.4
0.2

0.0

Velocity distributionfor conducting
dusty fluid for different values of k when
"[ -0.1,n-O.5,’[=lO.Oand (J’-1-5(]’

T1

n:0. =o.o
n=0.5

n=l.O

-.6 -.3 0 -3 .6 1.0

Velocity distribution for conducting
dusty fluid for different values of
n when k-0-1,T-O.3,T1-1.0 cnd (J-=0.5
(T <T)
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-1-0 -.6 -.3 0 .3 .6 1.0
u

Fig. 9. Velocity distri bunion for conducting
dusty fluid for different values of
n when k-O.1,T-O.3,T1-1.0 and EF-1
(T1-T2)

The effect of the magnetic field on the particle velocity is shown in figures 14, 15,

and 16 from which one can easily conclude that the speeA of the particles decreases with the

increase of the magnetic field.

Finally, figures 17, 18, and 19 represent the oscillation of the drag on the lower

plate corresponding to three different values of cr when the time period of the oscillation of

the lower plate is 10.0. It is seen that the drag oscillation is larger when the plates oscillate

with different time periods than when they oscillate with the same time period. After a time

1.2 (i.e. t 4"t" in dimensional form) the magnitude of the drag is found to increase

with the increasing particle concentration for all values of the magnetic parameter n when

cr 0.5 and 1.0. The reverse effect is also seen when cr = 1.5. In this case the drag

diminishes with the increase of particle concentration for all n. The non-equilibrium stress

values are generally considered up to the time limit t z" in the case number of a single

plate configuration which is t 4r in our case.
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Fig.lO Velocity distri bution for conducting
dusty fluid for different values of
n when k-O.1,T-0.3, Tl=l.0end (T-1-5

(TI>T2 )

T1
_7’TI/’8 6T1/8 5TI8 4TI/8 3TI/8 2TI/8 TI/81.0,

0.8 ’

0"6
/

n =00
n=0.5

0.4 n=-o
0.2

-1-0 -’6 -3 0 -3 "6 1-0

Fig.11. Velocity distribution for conducting
dusty fluid for different values of
n when k -0-1 T=0.1 l -10.0 and 0.5

)
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0-2 \
-1.0 -.6 -.3 0 .3 .6 1-0

n--O.O

n--0.5

n:l.O

Fig.12. Velocity distribution for the conducting
dusty fluid for different values of n when
k-O-1, T -0.1, 1" --10-0 end 13--1.0 (T-T2)

t)-E

Fig.13. Velocity distribution for the conducting
dusty fluid for different values of n
when k-O-1,T-0.1 ,T -10.0 and CT-1.5(T>T2)
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T1/
1"0

r/ 7TV8 6r/8 5r/8 4T1/8 3Tl/8 2T1/8

0.8

0.6 n:o-5.

0-4 n= .o

0-2

0"0-1.0 -.6 -3 0 -3 -6 1-0

Particle velocity for different
values of n when k-O.1,T-0.1,
T -1.0, (]-=0-5( T < "[2)

0-8

0-0
-1.0

n =0.5

n=l.0

Fig.15. Particle velocity for different
values of n when k-0.1,’-0-1,

rl- 1.o, CF -1.0 ( T1- T2)
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1.0

0.8

0.6

0-4

0.2

0.0

6Tv8

n =0"5

n=l.0

Fig.16. Particle velocity for different
values of n when k 0.1,T 0.1,

T;-1.0,O--1.5(T > T2 )

0

0

-1.2
n k

r_ OI!’0.5 0’1
-1.6 .9

Fig.17.

\
k n

g:oil o,
o.
k n

0 1-0
0

I

4 6 8 10
t

Drag on the plate at y-O when
T-O.B,T-10.0 and []--0.5(T < T2 )
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Fig.18.

k n
0"0I0.1 0"5
0"9 k n

’i]o .o
0

2 4 6 8 10

Drag on the plate at y-0 when T-0.3,

T-10.0 and CF 1 (T T2 )

Regarding the effect of the magnetic field on the drag, we observe that the drag on

the plate increases and decreases with the magnetic field as time advances. In other words,

the effect of the magnetic field oscillates with the oscillation of the drag on the plate.
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.4

n
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0"910.1 1.0
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